Add a graphql client that would allow us to fetch data for UI from graphql API.

Associated revisions

Revision 0aebf308 - 03/04/2021 02:38 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Fixes #31745 - Add GraphQL client

Revision 95ca4cff - 03/04/2021 02:38 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Refs #31745 - Refresh DiffModal snapshots

Revision 0add9c59 - 03/16/2021 12:19 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Refs #31745 - Require @theforeman/* 8.4.1
In 0aebf308b430bbbe6d80acfbfc8f5dbfc9b5de the Apollo provider became a dependency. This is only present in @theforeman/vendor 8.4.1 or newer.
It also updates all other @theforeman dependencies. Most notably, this changes the major version of stories from 7 to 8.
Fixes: 0aebf308b430bbbe6d80acfbfc8f5dbfc9b5de

History

#1 - 01/28/2021 01:48 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8291 added

#2 - 03/04/2021 02:39 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.5.0 added

#3 - 03/04/2021 03:01 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
#4 - 03/11/2021 12:49 PM - The Foreman Bot  
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8387 added

#5 - 05/05/2021 02:24 PM - Tomer Brisker  
- Category set to JavaScript stack